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[Diagram of the 1st floor reflected ceiling plan showing various areas labeled with abbreviations like "EA," "E," "W," "MECH," "KITCHEN," "GROUP THERAPY," etc.]

REFLECTED CEILING KEY NOTES

1. "CONTINUOUS "F8A" LIGHT FIXTURE TO RUN HORIZONTALLY ALONG CEILING AND VERTICALLY DOWN NORTH WALL (BOTH IN WOOD)."
   - Exact lighting location to be coordinated with I.T. rack layout &/or mechanical equipment.
   - Reveals to align with mullions.

2. "RUN CEILING CLOSE TO STRUCTURE AS PERMITTED BY OVERHEAD OBSTRUCTIONS."

3. "PROJECT SEAL" (Denotes a specific draw or section of the plan.)

4. DWG NO., SCALE, PROJECT NO., DATE, DRAWING, CAD FILE NO., PAGE, IN CONSIDERATION OF RECEIVING DRAWINGS FROM TPG ARCHITECTURE LLP IN AN ELECTRONIC FORM, THE RECIPIENT AGREES, TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, TO HOLD HARMLESS AND INDEMNIFY TPG ARCHITECTURE LLP FROM AND AGAINST ALL CLAIMS, LIABILITIES, LOSSES, DAMAGES, AND COSTS, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ATTORNEY'S FEES, ARISING OUT OF, OR IN ANY WAY CONNECTED WITH THE USE, RE-USE, MIS-USE, MODIFICATION, OR MISINTERPRETATION OF THE MACHINE-READABLE INFORMATION PROVIDED BY TPG ARCHITECTURE LLP UNDER THIS AGREEMENT.
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